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X eight months of this year, ac- - X
means of Mrs. Eddy's residuary gift." flairs and came back with 'Gyp,"j ing this port, a fire raged in the X
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personal work of Mayor
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of
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.the witness, was McNamara. another
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GERMAN

CERTAINLY

The Little Store

IIIS

WE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR

Chickens and Other Fowls
Everythirg Good to Eat for Thanksgiving
Dinner.

1

J

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

WHOLESALE

AND

Cotiolene
butter
is richer

CITIES

than

Vz

NOW SET THE

RETAIL

1

NOVEMBER

15, 1912.

"VOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"
The Original and Only Absolutely

Coitolene is not for table
PAC
"Pape's Diapepsn" Relieves!
use, but it is the best cooking
Your Indigestion In .
fat for all shortening and fry- inr Tf vou are usiner butter
Five lYlinutes.
IN
WHITING
FREDERICK C. HOWE,
jirl your kitchen you are pay- jg
,
indibes-Honmucn
as
Sour, gassy, upset stomach,
SORIBNER S POINTS OUT PST-- ! mg at least twice as
same
secure
the
heartburn, dyspepsia; when the
to
necessary
COLOGICAL INFLUENCE OF THEIR
food you eat ferments into gases and
results with Cottolene.
stubborn lumps; your head aches ond
ENVIRONMENT
THE K J?JL
you feel sick and miserable, that's
Another point of economy
iwhen you realize the magic in Pape's
use one-thir- d
about Cottolene
Diapepsin. It makes such misery
Santa Fe is about to hold an "Exof
would
than
less
you
vanish in five minutes.
hibition Plan" at the OU1 Palace to reIf your stomach is in a continuous
lard.
or
more butter
to the call for a
evolt it' you can't get it regulated, spond and more livable better, It has
city.
orderly
Cottolene is a clean, pure
own
for
Diapepsake, try
your
please,
been discovered by experience that
wholesin. It's so needless to have a bad
of a city is product, and makes
stomach make your next meal a the unregulated growth
healthful, digestible
favorite food meal, then take a lit-- j most wasteful and that improvidence some,
are pet forms food, because
and
of
lack
foresight
be
not
will
There
tie Diapepsin.
auy
distress eat without fear. It"s be-- j of the American extravagance.
is a vegeta
The following from an article in it
cause Pape'B Diapepsin "really does"
and not an
ble
Vroilerifilc
Howe
C.
Mr
hv
stomachs Snrihnpr'a
regulate weak,
interest-'- animal fat
- on "City
be
anmay
of
sales
millions
Building"
it's
it
that gives
to

Thanksgiving Turkeys,

MO

ml

FRIDAY,

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.
A

Money andFuel Saver

Holds Fire for 36 Hours

Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and

our

MjKe

Selection

our stock is comWe
plete in a sizes.
will take pleasure in
Demonstrating to you
the advantages to be had
while

in

Purchasing

Coles.

a

BUY A COLES HEATER
FOR HARD COAL

AND

YOU'LL BE GLAD
FOR

SOFT COAL

Coles orlKinnl down draft. This in the
stove for ilie home, the otnVe ui.it till
public pluees. is It requires little or no
attention and known to be the most
servieable and economical of all stoves.

Mica doors ore extra larne fitted in recessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
the "Karliiint".

those who are looking forward
ing
nually.
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
case of Pape's to the new plan of Santa Fe:
Get a large fifty-cen- t
Cottolene is never
It "The German city is being built on sold in bulk al.
Diapepsin from any drug store.
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
u the quickest, surest stomach relief a scale of generosity which halts at no ways in
land cure known. It acts almost like expense. Its public school buildings tin pails, which protect it from dirt,
magic it is a scientific, harmless and rival in splendor the best modern dust and odors. It
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
be
And
which
of
our
universities.
truly
preparation
buildings
pleasant
is always uniform
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages longs in every home.
the equipment is of the same order.
ALFALFA SEED.
and dependable.
know of no public schools, even in
New York or Boston, that seem as
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
NEW BUILDING'S
costly in their construction or more
of
AT STATE COLLEGE complete in every detail than those
'
a half doz"en German cities.
They
rooms and vestiPhone Black
Phone Black
be questioned. 'Why does a merchant
State College, Nov. 14. The con- contain assembly
most
bules
the
artistic sort, while elect
of
builda Una storeroom or build himstruction of a new engineering
45
45
the gymnasiums and provisions for self a mansion?' he asks. The Gerof
Mexico
New
the
College
for
ing
to those of the
recreation are
man
thinks as an individual
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts will best schools in equal
And when thinks city
America.
his business and his
about
bosrin shortly after December 1st. Bids
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
we consider the relative poverty of
A linished city attracts peohome.
are now being advertised for and
German people and the burden of
the
and
remanufacturers
of
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporwill be opened by the board
'It brings
the ple.
business. People chooset a beautiful
The taxation for war and armaments,
gents on the 23d of November.
tant part. The grandfather . would
attitude of our own cities towards
as a place of residence. Visitors
new building, which has been long
these matters seems positively par- city
eduWell
it.
to
three-storbe amazed at the radiance of the mod-homake
,
brick
pilr images
needed, will be a
simonious and niggardly.
cated chi'i.iren make better citizens,
structure with gray plaster finish,
ern
and why all this light? To
"Beauty is promoted in small things
tower, basement and after the bpan-is- as well as in great. Private interests better art sans. The street railways,
enterdocks
other
and
more homelike to make
home
make the
gas works,
Renaissance style of architecture, are not
permitted to disfigure the
which is the general plan
adopted city or inconvenience the public. prises pry their way.
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
But
for all the buildings on the campus. Billboards are
"They even make money.
or limited to
prohibited
for father, mother and children. Good light
more th:;n this, they are a necessary
The initial cost will be about thirty the outskirts. Business
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
signs are of
Fancy Lump
thousand dollars. The engineering an inoffensive sort. There are no tele- part of the city, and of course they
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
group when completed will consist of graph or telephone wires overhead. should bs owned by it. If it be sugdesired.
the central building of three stories, There are no obtruding street-railwagested that all this is tocialistic, the
man shrugs his
which will contain the main classtracks under foot. All tracks are German business
.
'Tt inn,' ho Vlltt It!
nl,nUn,... nvwl do,-,rooms and offices, and two
Phone One Double O J.
girder groove pattern and so close is
is much better
business.'
It
annexes to contain the woodworking to the pavement that
good
they offer no
rooms, shops, and main engineering obstruction to traffic. The pavements than gocd business; it is good states
laboratories. The main unit, which are as smooth as a floor and the manship. A people take on the color
of their city as a chameleon takes on
is the one about to be constructed, tracks are
kept in perfect order.
the color of its habitat. People are
will be completed during the present
"Upon the streets at regular inter
measure what the city
college year.
vals are signs indicating where the in a large
The state college football eleven is car stops, and one may not enter or makes them. This is obvious to the
If any one doubts the psypracticing hard for its game with the alight at any other place.
Similar stranger.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
State University, which will be play- signs point, out the destination, while etiological influence of city environ-WHOLESALE
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
ed at Albuquerque on Saturday, No-- the cars themselves carry numbers ment, he need only spend a few days
1
cities of the
Aft D RETAIL
vember 16th. The Aggies have a which indicate their routes. At reg- in the
IENT as to touch the button and
district, the
ular intervals there are waiting-room- s
FACTORY WOOD strong team this year and haveso won
SWASTIKA LUMP
far for passengers, while many cities have centre of the great industrial region j
your stove is ready to cook your
every game they have played
SAWED WOOD
visit the clean,
CERR1LLOS LUMP
during the season, including the one erected artistic clock towers in con- of Germany, and then
iron ready to use, your toasted
throughly artistic 'Garden City' of
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
with the University of Arizona last spicuous places in Jhe city.
an
hour's
journey
"There is art in everything. Not Dusseldorf; but
Saturday, which they won by a score
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-u- m
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
this
to
all
be
convinced
that
away,
7.
21
to
of
This brings the football only art but foresight, intelligence
cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot
It pays not only in the curpays.
championship of Arizona, New Mexi- - and 'common sense. The German city rent
rein
of
the
but
coin
commerce,
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatco and West Texas to New Mexico assumes that those who use the
the
the
happicheerfulness,
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
finement,
ed
for 1912, and the results of the games streets have a right to be protected
between the Aggies and the Univer- from the ugly as much as any other ness, and the outlook on life of the
for
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
poorest citizen."
sity of New Mexico, and the Aggies nuisanco.
LINE
STAGE
WOODY'S
day and n:ghf Estimates and full inforand Military Institute on Thanksgiv-- !
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
"Every bit of water is jealously pre-- ' WRONG WORD SAVED PACKERS.
mation cheeer fully given.
ing day will decide the winner of served and developed, whether it be
Prom
La Salie Restaurant
old
an
whole
an
a
series
and
the
the
inland
little
moat,
lake,
champion
BARRANCA TO TAOS team of this part of the southwest,
Chicago, 111., Nov. 15. Indictments
stream, or a river front. Water frontCHAS. GANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South The New Mexico University and the age is deemed a priceless possession, against Armour & Company, the meat
a
Bounds Trains.
Military Institute are straining ev- - and it has proved so to a dozen cities. packers, and Fred Oppenheimer,
Telephone 11.
is not permitted to pass into pri- - commission merchant, were quashed
It
in
to
to
nerve
beat
the
get
of
on
arrival
ery
shape
Leaves
the
Barranca
Two Doorg Below F. Andrews Start.
bea vate hands. The Asterlust, a fresh by Federal Judge Carpenter today
I ne institute nas won
the north bound train and arrives at Aggies.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
in
the
word
the
cause,
"transport"
in
water
of
lake
the
heart
this
Hamburg,
year,
straight string of victories
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
should have read
over the University, is the centre of the city's life. About
Ten miles shorter than any other including one
Short Orders at All Honrs.
is expected when it the business as well as the pleasure
a
and
game
great
way. Good covered' hacks and good
of the city moves. The cities of BreBOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams they meet the Aggies at Las Cruces men and
Dusseldorf have parked tne rj, tnuu rinrutrLorLn
on
for
final
de
the
day
Thanksgiving
ffrench Noodle Order 10c a tlsa.
In
furnished commercial men to take
moats which surrounded the old porMew York Chop Susy 50c. the surrounding towns. Wire Knbude cisive game.
tions of these cities. They are the
chief features of the city's beauty.
BLUE SKY SELLERS GUILTY,
Rooms With Bath,
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 15. I. A.
"Dusseldorf owns the river bank
B.
to
or
were
William
Frad
Trent and
for three
a few
four miles. Up
BUY YOUR
found guilty of using the mails' to de- years ago the river frontage was but
fraud by a jury in the federal court. little used. Much of it was marsh
The jury found them guilty on three land. This the city reclaimed. Here
counts, on which a fine and imprison- its architects laid out a broad esment may be assessed by Judge Van planade and parkway. It is flanked
To
Valkenburgh in each case. Sentence with an art exposition building and
Douglass and
FROM SANTA FE all El Paso, inBisbee,
was
deferred.
public buildings.
Denver Hotel.
New Mexico, Ari
This is something new for
points
Trent and Frad are young men Thus these cities build. Frankfort
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via. NEW MEXICO
e
Town-sitwho organized the Oakland
i? one of the most wonderful of the
rooms
$2.50 and $3.00 per
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
company of four thousand lots German cities. But its
of twenty-livfeet each on a moun- and comprehensive vision is but
priced rooms
IN THE BERRY
day. Try one of
tain side in Oklahoma, thirty-fivtypical of others. For the German
you will be pleased. New Fire
miles from anywhere. They adver- city controls its physical foundatised they would give away the lots, tions; it is not controlled by them. It
bath,.
Proof Annex, every room
a charge of $4.50 being made for the subordinates property to humanity;
Have
And
Ground
abstract in each sale of a lot. The it permits the freest possible play of
abstracts cost Trent and Frad forty individual initiative so long as the
to Your Individcents each. The land cost them $2 individual does not interfere with the
ual
an acre. It was on a hillside so steep common weal. At the same time it
a goat couldn't stick on it. Some of reserves. to itself the right to deterON OUR NEW
the persona who had paid their $4.50 mine where the freedom of the indiand received a "free" lot, investigat- vidual must end and the activity of
ed and reported the matter to the pos- the city begin; and when the city
iff
The jury was out does make an investment it keeps for
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
tal authorities.
S. G. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
itself as large a portion of the specu
only a few minutes this morning.
Our Coffees are the Best.
For Rates and Full lnformation"Address
lators profit as it can. It pays for its
U. S.
the
of
Interior,
Department
Our Methods of Handling
A Number of
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mox-- j
Singing, Dancing, Talking and parks and its boulevards, its docks
F & P. AGENT,
Them the Best. Our Priees
to- - and its wharves from out the resale
Cockerels
at
vaudeville
the
Elks'
1912.
j
Oct.
Thoroughbred
15,
jumping
ico,
EL PAiO," TEXAS.
of surplus land which it acquires in
For sale at
night.
the Best.
Notice is hereny given tnat FrulOKC
excess of its needs.
Gallegos, of Cerrillos, New Mexico,
$3.00
$1.50
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
"German cities recognize the con- 7t
7i
who, on May 20, 190S, made HomeROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD
Lucas county. bs.
NE.
for
on
No.
the
stead Entry
trolling influence of the land
HAVE YOU THE PROPER
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he life of the community. And they have
Fresh Shipment of
Section 22, Township 14 North,
$5.00
$3.00
'
is
senior Partner of the firm of F. J. become great landlords. Frankfort.
8 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
Qfpn
Range
HEINZ SAUER KRAUT,
Cheney & Co., doing business in the with a population of less than 400,000,
A.
to
JlCp LilUUCrb;
Wheelon
make
intention
filed notice if
'City of Toledo, county and state owns 12,000 acres of land within its
Irnmtin- to establish claim to
CHOW-CHOfinal
IN BULK,
204 J
PHONE
Aof,
Re-Unioaforesaid, and that said firm will pay boundaries and 3,000 acres without.
HUIIIIIg Tables,
the land abovn described, befora Reg& MINCE MEAT JUST IN
tlie sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLGerman cities also possess great for-ister or Receive- -. U. S. Land Office at
Kitchen
Cabinets,
LARS for each and every case of
DEDICATION OF
ests. They are constantly adding to
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on th-- j 5th
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
Secfor SW
try No.
of December, 1912.
in
their
are
There
day
fact,
possessions.
Counters,
Shelving: use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
Scottish Rite Cathedral,
names
witnesses: tion 14, Township 13 N., Range 9 E..
as
1300 smaller towns and villages in
Claimant
FRANK J. CHENEY.
If not, see me, and see how little
Juan Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
SANTA FE, N. M.
Sworn to before me and subscribed Germany which derive so much reveit will cost to have things right. m my presence, this 6th
nue
Julian
own
Garcia, Pablo Sanchez, all of ot intention to make final five year
from
all
the
lands
which
they
day of De- that
November 17th to 2!st, 1912.
of
New Mexico.
all
kinds
and
proof, to establish claim to the land
taxes.
are
local
from
Kennedyfree
all
neatly
they
Repairing
cember, A. D. 1SSG.
'
above described, before H. C. Kinsell,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Five
to.
attended
hundred
communities
of
these
A.
G
W.
promptly
LEA
(Seal)
SON,
Fare From
One and One-Fif- th
at Stanley, N. M., on the 22d day ot
Register.
are
not
taxes
local
from
free
only
Our
Saws
of
Public.
Specialty.
Notary
Filing
AH Points In New Mexico.
.
1912.
,
. .
. TInll'B
I.
r
November,
are
to
but
of
able
dividend
declare
a
-w
w
viii.mii viiie ls iaKen interv m
as witnesses:
Claimant names
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
I j-1 A I 1
THE MODERN GBOGEBYCO.
Dates of Sale, Nov. 16 to 20, 1912.
jnally and acts directly upon the blood flom $25 t0 M a year to each citizen
f
1
Department of the Interior, TJ .S Estevan Encinas, of Gallsteo, N. M.;
;an(j
mucou8 surfaces 0f the svsiem ins his share of the surplus earnings
Return Limit, Nov. 24th.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. Julio Montoya, of Gallsteo, N. M.; Anoi the common lands,
leleDnOne IZI W. :: 5A.MA rt, N. m ,iena for testimonials, free.
tonio Villanueva, Gallsteo, N. M.; Jose
1912.
10,
"The
harmotive
of all this beauty,
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
Notice Is hereby given that Pino Villanueva, of Gallsteo, N. M.
a nam Ad. tn tho New Mexican
Sold by all Druggists, 73c.
mony, business, enterprise and forewho on
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Villanueva, of Gallsteo, N.
Take Hall's Family pilla for
SANTA FE.N.M.
sees more people in one day than you
sight is so obvious to the German that
B.S.LLTZ. Afent,
En- Homestead
made
Register.
1907,
Sept
21st,
he
cannot
it
one.
should
understand why
can see in a month. Try
m wnnnnnrmnnnnn ruvmnnnrinm

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
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r. IIIMIill
H HflnriN OUR BEST LITTLE "DIPLONATER" IS ON THE
JOB FOR UNCLE SAM AT BESIEGED

PLAIN TRUTHS AND ODD FACTS
ABOUT THE GENTLE SEX
OF
AND THE OT-- '
CONSTANTINOPLE
TOMAN EMPIRE
VEILED BEAUTIES LESS LOVELY THAN

CONSTANTINOPLE.

r
n

-

.tab

n

3

fc

1

?

i
While th Turkish soldiers are
g beaten by the llulkan allies and
he inhabitants of Constantinople are
what
fleeing across the nosphorus,
about the. Turkish women, who have
be-i-

r l UPPERS
rurman.
m i ill

We're showing some very new DRESS

that

will be of
been ignored in the news dispatches'.'
FOOTWEAR
!
i
They are still creatures of mystery,
to
Society People. Every
Here, however, are some plain facts
man and every woman
9
about them.
goes
The phrase "veiled Turkish beauty"
!
Shoes
Dress
will enjoy seeing our
is rather misleading. Turkish women
have been considered beautiful chief-ly because few outsiders have over
had a good look at them. .Most ol
them nre short and fat, and the mystilying veil and the "tehartchaff," or
lcng cloak, only too often cover an un-- '
gainly form and haggish face,
The young girl is often pretty, b;i:
Dress Shoes in Dull or Bright kid, Cloth or Kid Tops, and
lack of mental activity and lack of
physical exercise soon do their deaiibeautifully made. Dress Primps with large, flat bows,
ly work.
the finest we've ever seen.
The sultan's harem, of course, holds!
many beautiful women; but most of1
Hum are Circassians or Georgians.
The infusion of modern ideas into
'the Turkish harems has made litth?
change- in the character and life of the
women.
Nearly all of them after.
still wear in
reaching the age of
public the veil over the face and the
black cloak reaching to the feet.
There are innumerable restrictions.'
AMliASSADOIt WiLLIAM. W. ROCK !!l
For a woman to be seen on the street
in the company of a man, even her.
Your Uncle Samuel may not be so
lie was Minister Conger's right-las- t
own nusDanu or latlier, would bo a much of a
of the Uoxer
man during th
hand
to
hear
diplomatic genius,
was
terrible breach of ctiijuctte. A lady the
afterwards
Dress Ties, Pumps and Slippers in almost endless variety.
i
ill
lull)
v.jinwi,
European critics talk, but
must be escorted by a eunuch, a
made minister to thai country. -- When
Leathers of Bright or Dull Kid, Velvet and Satins in all
time he certainly has the "edge" on he returned he was sent to St. Peters- household slave not rated as a man.
w
uno
run
me
uie
snuiri.es
,
lore.gn
A woman never appears in a restau- aa American ambassador, and;
colors, Cubian or French Heels. A regular beauty
" '
'
""'
rant cr tneater, and seldom in a place
witli the czars govern-- ;
diplomated
show of handsome footwear!
to the:
;of religious worship. There are no,HS on 'ne otner sine u, ine mg ponu. me)t untU h wa8
A.
S.
an
For the V.
has
ambassador Sublime Porte last year.
hnllrooms. Her life is confined to the
women's quarters, or "hareinlik." and in Constantinople, the heart of thoj Years ago Hockhill, then a young
there, even among the society folk of; f'alkan war trouble, who has been on Philadelphia, school boy, went to
Constantinople, life is unspeakably hoth bides of the fence, so to speak. France for a military education. Ho
Hockhill
Woodvillo
dull. For there is no social intercourse' William
repre-- j v anted to be a soldier brave and bold.
at all between the sexes: a lady can; seated this nation in (Sreeeo, Iiulgaria then, and saw some service in north-- !
only entertain other ladies in stiff, land Servia, once, and now he's on the em Africa under Hie French flag.;
ceremonial fashion, and the talk at other, the Turkish, side, watching Then he changed his mind and came
such "pink teas" is seldom anything the greatest diplomatic game played hack to Washington where he has!
The Season's New and Cor- - H
since 'heck was a pup.
.
but petty gossip.
held down various positions in the;
11
rect Models in Full Dress
wrl'eJ
,Illn' is another fellow in the state department, and was at one time
.Most Turks have only one
. niuwfnr
m
uitl(1 states diplomatic service who director of the bureau of American re-- !
When they have more, they are sup-- '
posed to maintain each one separate-- ; knows more about Oriental peoples publics. Then came his appointment1
lv and that is evnensive
He iii!iv!1!,m meir ways man ooes KocKiiui, ne to the lialkan states as minister in
have women slaves however. Four is llas wonderfully well escaped notice. 1S9T.
Once while representing this country
Ambassador Hockhill is the author
the limil
The sultan hasn't any "wives" at in Korea he quit his job and disguised of several standard books on the
It is bad form for a sultan to himself as a native merchant and Orient. He talks a dozen different
all.
marry. He merely has a harem filled wandered through u largo part ot languages, including a few Chinese
Thibet before the exclusive Dalai dialects, lie is 5!. married, and a
with slaves, sold or given to him.
I
The slave trade still exists, in spite Lama got next, just to learn some-- ! democrat. Cleveland started him in J Different
oT assertions to the contrary.
And it tiling about the most secretive people public life, and McKinley and Roosevelt and Taft kept him there.
is a blot on Turkish life in corauar-- ! in Asia.
ison with which the worst of the
At IZ or Id a girl becomes engaged. She may not. lock the door of her
"white slave traffic" in American
cities seems trivial. Women
are Her mother usually makes the match, room, and is never safe from the prybought in secret markets at prices at;d she marries him without either ing eyes of the male slaves. All her
ever having seen the other. For a letters are handed first to her lord
proportioned to their beauty.
Most Turkish women smoke, but while, she continues to live in her and master, to read if he chooses.
not in the presence of the elders or father's house. Pefore marriage her
There is no relief from domestic
superiors.
Being Mohammedans, of fiance sends her presents. After- - monotony even in the visit of the
wards her father gives the bridegroom
course they do not drink,
OF THE NEW
grocer, butcher or iceman. The lady
Much deference is paid to age. A a trousseau.
of the house deals with her tradesman
girl every evening kisses her father's
There is no real privacy for a wo- through a
revolving cupboard at the
hand for "good night."
man, in spite of her rigid seclusion. kitchen door.
AND
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$4.50, $5.00, $6.00, $6.50
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WOMEN

.

A WOMAN

OF CONSTANTINOPLE.

CHRISTIANS IN STREETS OF
CONSTANTINOPLE PREPARING TO
FLY FOR SAFETY.

PANIC-STRICKE- N

j

'

3.00,

$3.50$4.00

I

j

COME AND SEE

I

1
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MASONIC TEMPLE

i

THE FAMOUS WALL OF
CONSTANTINOPLE
WONT

'

sj

STAND

BATTERING

r OIMOCDWOOO
TAKEN JUST
DIRECT FROM CONSTANTINOPLE,
PHOTOGRAPH
IT SHOW'S NATIVE CHRISTIANS WITH
AFTER THE WAR STARTED.
THEIR EFFECTS IN THE STREETS NEAR THE CHURCH CALLED THE
MOSQUE OF SULEAN SULEIMAN1CH. READY TO FLY FROM THE
CITY AT THE FIRST HINT OF DANGER.

---
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Scottish Rite Reunion
Santa Fe, November

BV

For the Above Occasion the Denver & Rio Grande
will Protect Rate of One Fare for the Round Trip

MOD-

from Stations Espanola, N M , Silverton,
Colo., Alamosa, Colo., and all other
Intermediate Stations.

ERN CANNON.

-

SELLING DATES
(if SiluiUn

YOU

From Alamosa,
From Stations

It stands to reason

you cannot get anything to fit
we
fix
wiii
as
you
you
up. .We have spent our whole life
and are learning every day. How are the sweat shop

workers? Do they have any interest in you? No, if you
want individuality, then come to where you can see with
your eyes how the work is done, by whom it is done, and
when you place the garment on your back, you know what
you have.
All of this you get and you need not pay one

cent

than what you are asked to pay for the ready
Judge for yourself which you want.

more

mades.

,i

ninr-

-

RKCKNT-IlFROM A PHOTOGRAPH
PART OF THE FAMOI S WALL OF COXSTANTIXOPLK,
Till SWALL CONTAINS i;G TOWERS, MOST OF TIIEM IN THE CONDITION THE PICTURE
SHOWS. IT EXTENDS FOR FIVE MILES FROM THE SEA OF M ARM OS A OVERLAND AROUND CONSTANTINOPLE TO THE cOLDEN HORN.

THIS
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Next to First Nat. Bank

24.

W'm. Thomas, Benito Romero, all o
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ot the Interior, U. S. Land ' Santa Fe, X. M.
Department
1
a- ...
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Hov net
Unice in aanui r c,
Register.
10, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Walter
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Kraul, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, who,
on October 25, 190'J, made Homestead
Department or the Interior, U. S.
Entrv No. 011096 for Lots 4, 5 and 6
of Section G, Township 16 N Range Land Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
jlO E., and on March 26, 1912, made October 21, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Epitacio
additional homestead entry No. 016512
for Lot 1 of Section 1, Township 16 Salaz, of Cuba, New Mexico, who, ji
, 191., made Small Hold-ha- s
N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian..
for SV
filed notice of intention to make,ing Claim No.
claim ne
S
three-yea- r
N
N
NE
SE
Proof, to establish
W
NE
NW
to the land above described, before se
NE
V
NE
SE
NE
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Of NE
NE
NE
SE
fice. at Santa Fe. New Mexico, on the ne
SE
22d day of November. 1912.
E l
NE
SW
NE
NE
of Section 3,
NW
Claimant names as witnesses: Cris- - SE
NE
tobal Garcia, Licolas Grlego, Crespin Township 21 X., Range 1 V., and the
S
SE
SE
SE
Gallegos, Eustaquis Padilla, all ol sV
of Section 34, Township
SW
Santa Fe, Xew Mexico.
SE
MANUEL R. OTERO.
22 X., Range 1 W., New Mexico Priu- Reside. cipal Meridian, has filed notice of in- tention to make finul proof, to estab- lish claim to the land above described,
NOTICE FOR
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Coin- nenartment of the Interior. V. S. missioner, at Cuba, New Mexico, on
Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M., Oct. ' the 9th day of December, 1912
Claimant names as witnesses:
2'), 1912.
Ebudigen Curule, of La Jara, Xew
Notice is hereby given that Geor?.'"
S. Tweedy, of Santa Fe, X. M., who, Mexico; Hilario Lucero, of Cuba, Xew
on February 19. 1908. made Home Mexico: .7. J. Salazar, of Cuba, Xew
Mexico; E. A. Miera, of Cuba; Near
stead Entry No.
for NE
src
sk
vk 1.4 l.nts 2 nnd 4! Mexico. MANUEL R.
OTERO,
Section 3, Township 16 X., Range
Register.
E., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Final
of intention to make three-yea- r
You cannot get up to Jate printing
Proof, to establish claim to the land
material
above described, before Register or unless you have
Receiver. U. S. Land Office, at Sant and faculties. The New Mexican
Fe, X. M., on the 11th day of Decem printing company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Tcur
ber, 1912.
orders are always assuTed personal
Claimant names as witnesses:
Chas. A. Slringo, Samuel Fal'o:,

force-fuiliK'-

Thais Ms
SfcomacSi

IcH-icy-

identification,
Next, to her, sitting in a cell, wab The Medical Adrieorby
'
Mrs. Andersen, awaiting trial on a E. V. Pierce, M. D., Buffalo, N. Y. Cl7WCt8flOSt3
charge of larceny.
the
of delicate questions
of
statement
to
the
According
be-about which every man
Vaughn girl she was forced to stay
cause the woman stole her clothes, or woman, singls or rar-rie- d
ought to know. Sent
and she had none to wear. It is prob- on
free
receipt of SI one-cebe
will
called
able that the grand jury
to pay for
stamps
tc investigate the matter.
wrapping and 'mailing.
New Mexican want ads. always
bring returns.
j

Br. Flegee's 4idesa
Medical IMscwery

telps tho Rtomach to dforst food properly, starts tho
liver into new activity, removing tho jioi.on from the
,
Hood, nnd tho vaiious orjrana fcot
rrd U. d,
of
illy nunrisheil. The rcf rcshins; inf.uenco
cf this extract of nntive Medicinal piantj h.s been
favorihly known fur over 0 yearn.
Everywhere
some neighbor can tell yea of the ErooJ it hits done,
rii-h-

ad

i

(Bold toy all

ntcdittne dealers in liquid or tablet lorni
GO ne-- ct
stamps to r. Fierce. Invalids'
Hotel, UuZialzt, oad trial box will be nulled yon.
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East Side of Plaza,

Antonitoto

'

domicile.
Make a city beautiful and
FORGET IT.
PITIFUL STORY.
then when the president comes west
Munice, Ind., Nov. 15 With four
'
men nrrpRled on a charee of pander-Forgpt iUxirt the election and to look at the country we will get on
manner
ing and criminal assault, and other plant a few trees along the streets the map in a substantial
arrests expected, the ofticial aragnei ofTortales, say in front of your own Portales Herald.
it being swept through tne city, Id
order to find the persons who have
icaused the downfall ol Viola Taylor
t al'iltta Iinvo dyspepsia tr.:l hiz
7i LT tio rreacf
will soon fail. One's stamina
Vaughn, a white girl IS years old, who
r.ud strength of mind or muscle
was held captive by negroes in the
depcr-upon the blnod, and t,bo blood in turn,
southern part of the city.
requires a healthy stomach, for the 6tomach is the
While in jail today she told a story
laboratory where th foorl !3 digested and such eleto
enter
was
the
induced
she
how
of
ment" a a tafcon up or assimilated which make
and
Uocd. In ennsequem e a)l the orrr:!:i3 cf the body,
home of one Laura Anderson,
ruch as heart, lurif.s, liver tnd
as well as
held captive for two weeks. While
tiiu
i;erV!,::s system, let I the Lad t H'jU ;f the stom-- ti
in the home she was forced to black-- !
h is i!erai.al.
en her body with soot in order to
j

The Capital Tailor

,

Romeo, Colo., Nov. 16th.
Espanola, N.M., Nov, 16th and 18th

LaJaraand

4

e
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Deluding Antonito,

'

It To Have

that

0

io

,
i.i

,

lit

RETURN LIMIT, NOVEMBER

j

If it has been made in a crowded sweat shop.
If it has been made, with a thousand others.
If it has not been made to fit you.

the lines worked into it to fit you when the very laws of
nature say that there are no two persons exactly alike?

10

Colo., Nov. 15th.

Can stick a lot of money
I
into a suit. You can get
the very best of material. You can
get the latest style garment,

D

:

Nov. MM.

and Farmington,

F

How Can You Expect

17th to 20th, 1912.

MUCH

From Aztec

BUT
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HAGE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN'

FOUR

WILLIAM

FRIDAY,

FARAII

NOVEMBER

15, 1912.

CAUL MIGNARBOT

THE

MATINEE IDOL OF THE BABV LILLIAN PLAYS WITH LION CUBS JUST
LIKE KITTENS! OF COURSE YOU'VE
MOVIES IS CLEVER
SEEN HER AT THE MOOUIES !
AND HANDSOME

board of arbitration of the National'
Association of Professional Baseball
lubs, met today.. The claims of Ken-- j
worthy against tfenver were disallow-ed by the board.
1

I

LEMPS

and

SCHLITZ

BEER

JACK JOHNSON OUT.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 1 5. Jack. .Tohn- son, negro pugilist, accused of viola
tion of the Mann white slave act, was
released from custody u.tiay before Old
Judge Carpenter in the Vnited States
Phone Orders Attended To Pron pliy
district court in bonds of ?;i0,0u0.
The sureties accepted by the court
I here 229 W
55 S.an Frmcisco St.
were the pugilist's mother, Tiny Johnson, and Matthew S. Baldwin, a real
estate dealer.
Johnson was taken to the county asking foi $10,000
damages from
jail last Friday and since had made Johnson.
many efforts to regain his freedom.
As Johnson was leaving the fed-- ;
SNOWCXOES FOR HORSES,
eral building he was arrested by a
Chicaco. Nov. 15. Snowshoes for
detective on a churgo of having at- - horses will l. ready here for the iirst
tacked a newspaper photographer fail of snmv or frozen streets. The
j last
Friday when he was entering shoes, furni: I. d by the Chicago So-- j
the county jail. The pugilist was tak-- ; ciety of Hu....ine Friends, are made
en to a police station and a cash of carpet and canvas! and are intend-- j
bond of $400 given and accepted for ed to be slipped over a fallen animal's
his appearance
when
the assault feet, so that he can get up. Traffic
is tried.
policemen v ill carry sets of four for
'
Later the photographer filed a Ri:h. the use of drivers whose horse3 fall.
X--
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Capital 'Bar

California Wines
Taylor Whiskey

t

r4 1'

'

'J?
V

IK.

a,

lJOHN NOloMN PLEqRDS

sin

WARREN
K-- e

double

R-- I

KERRIGAN.

spells Kerri-

gan!

Warren Kerrigan is a matinee idol
of the moving picture world.
"And it's him that knows it."
How can he help it when every mail
brings new protestations of the un-

j

SEE BABY LILLIAN WADE PE EEK1NG AT THE BABY LIONS, AND
dying admiration of the young and DON'T OVERLOOK THE ONE JUST POKING ITS HEAD THROUGH
THE BUSHES!
the old.
westin
'the
hero
roles
He plays' the
a mite of humanity. Yet she is going
Baby Lillian Wade look at her!
ern studio of the American Film comA tiny tot peeking around the bush- to be featured in "Kings of the Fores at some real baby lions as happy est." The locale of the story is the
pany at Santa Barbara, California.
over it as if she were in her own dad- - Transvaal in Africa and the charAlthough his dreamy eyes deny it
Boers.
dy's arms. She is probably the most acters are quaint,
Kerrigan is not a girl enthusiast.
popular child actress in the moving The picture shows many exciting
Far be it from such but still he pictures, and this is just the way scenes into which a number of good
cannot gainsay that it's mighty hard you'll see her in the new Selig animal animal scenes are worked. The story
for his southern sense of gallantry picture, "Kings of the Forest," which centers around the little child, who
lids all sorts of unexpected experi
not to answer every flattering missive was released November 11.
No wonder Baby Lillian is a happy, ences; spends a night in a big basket
he receives, with a bouquet of Ameri- care-fre- e
Kiddy. The fact is that be- while frenzied parents seek her in the
can "beauties or a pound box of sweets. ing a moving-picturchild actress is jungles, supposing her to have been
Postal auuiormes have been kept about the nearest thing to living a killed by wild anmials, and rides
so busy they do say that the star perfectly natural,
healthy, outdoor home to safety on the back of the
of Santa Barbara's photo players has life that a child can have.
jungle cow. It's all just a little lark
been obliged to engage a stenogBaby Lillian Is not being spoiled by for Baby Lillian.
rapher to answer his correspondence. applauding audiences or made old beKerrigan used to be known as the fore her time by night work and an
''Gibson man." Before he joined .Hie unnatural existence.
! J.
"movies" he played the lead for two
All she has to be is just Baby Lil j 4.
seasons in "Brown of Harvard." Of lian!
YOU HAUE SEEN
This child has been letting the
course, you remember him in "The
THIS CHILD
Best Man Wins," "The New
camera catch her dear, little childand "The Promise."
like ways and cunning expresssions
AT
He was the doctor in "The Refor- for about two years. She first made
mation of Sierra Smith" and played! her name famous with the "movie"
THE ELK'S THEATRE
"Jack" in the picture drama "The audiences in the biograph picture
Jack of Diamonds."
"The Smile of a Child." She is only
I

e

Cow-punche-

DENflTUREDBRflND

OF FOOTBALL STILL CALLS FOR RED BLOOD

.

a

il

nut-shc-

itr-el-

Up to tha mmuts m stj'Ie
yea can have yocr chV.ice of a b!
ou.av.ur;, vv uy not tome in
j
see this restful, easy, stylish
and

FOR SMALLER CITIES

John Nolan who has repUimieU
cities and is one of the great
in
on the subject says
for
Planning
Comprehensive
Towns "My plea is for the
places, the towns and vil- lages with a population ranging
from 15 to 25,000 or even up to 50,- 000. There are many misconceptions
about city planning, but none is
farther from the fact than the notion
that comprehensive planning is only
for large cities. As a matter of fact
the reverse is nearer the truth. In
big cities the conditions are fixed,
inelastic, unyielding. Comprehensive
planning, especially with our limited
and the hampering
city charters
laws of our states, can have as yet
but little play in larger places. At
most content itself with relieving only the worst conditions, ameliorating
merely the most acute forms of con- gestion, correcting only the gravest
mistakes of the past. Wide, many-sideimaginative planning for large
American cities must be confined for
the present at leaBt mainly to the extension of those cities, to the improvement of suburban area3, to the
betterment of w;hat are, often really
separate towns on the outskirts.
But with smaller towns and villages the case is different to them
comprehensive planning can render a
For there
big and lasting service.
is scarcely anything in them that
cannot be changed, and most of the
territory that is still to be built upon
is still untouched. The present town
is only the nucleus of the future city.
In them railroad approaches can be
set right, grade crossings, eliminated; water fronts redeemed for commerce or recreation or both; open
spaces secured in the very heart of
things; a reasonable street plan can
be made and adequate highways established; public buildings can be
grouped in some proper way, and a
park system, a true system, 'with all
bal- ?ell
sorts of

There in

the story of Dr. A. Reed
Cushion Shoes
comfort this
style. And there's not another shoe
made at any price that can eaual the
Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe in either.
It's far and away the easiest fifine nn vr.nr font
For it has a soft cushion insole that adapts itself
to the sole of vour foot fills thp hnllmvc en re
ports the arch, and spreads your weight over
your whole foot. That in
means ease in
walking. But mere than that, the foot sinking
down into the soft cushion insole releases the
uppersso that you can be sure you won't be
uwiuict-- i uy tuino, uumons ana tirea, acning
is

'

Dr. A.

anced pubMe grounds can be ontlin-mans
ed for gradual and orderly
ment. Ar.t! all these elements, indis-hi- s
pensable s oner or later to a progres-Smal- l
sive com;n.;iiity, can be had with
ative ease and at slight cost. 'As we
have giver, heretofore too much nt- tention to caring for the mere wreck- age of society, and too little toward
establishinv a better social order;
that woul.l reduce that wreckage, so
we have expended too much of our
energy in merely thinking of the ills in a generation or less, and the same
that afflict our great cities instead of rate of increase may be predicted
an unnecessary w itn equal commence ui i;iucb ui
pi u iuiii;, against
repetition of those selfsame ills in larger population. The greatest neg-smaller j laces, many of them to be lect is right here, the failure to plan
the important cities of tomorrow. To and replan, to adjust and readjust,
cure is the way of the past, to pre- consistently to use art and skill and
vent the divine voice of the future.
foresight to remodel existing condiThe two important methods of tions and to mould and fit for use- - the
town and city planning are: (1) new territory about to be occupied.
cities pla.'ined in advance of the set- The emphasis, it would seem, needs
tlement of population, and (2) estab to be placed less on the original plan
lished cities replanned or remodelled and more on replanning and remodto meet now conditions. The' former eling, provided action is taken in
method lias obviously great advan- time. The beautiful cities of Europe,
tages, and many cities intended pri- those that are constantly taken as ilmarily for governmental, industrial, lustrations of what modern cities
or residential purposes have been so should be, are without exception the
planned. It is a method which needs result of a picturesque, almost acciwider use. Washington is the most dental growth, regulated, itv is true,
But after all, by considerable common sense and
notable illustration.
it is seldom possible to foresee the respect for art, but improved and
future of a town or city from the again improved by replanning
and
very start, and the complete influ- - remodeling to fit changed conditions
ences which determine the site and and rising standards. It is here that
location of the first streets and build- we fall short. Throughout the Unitings must usually be left to work out ed States there' are cities with rela:
their natural results. When, how- tively easy opportunities before them
ever, a small population has been at- to improve their water fronts, to
tracted to a town by natural causes group their public buildings, to widand there are unmistakable indica- en their streets ,and to set aside
tions that because of situation, cli- areas now considered indispensable
mate, the trend of trade and com- for public recreation, and yet most
merce or other forces, an important of these cities have until recently
city is to be established, then it is stood listless, without the business
to sense, skill, and courage to begin the
entirely practicable intelligently
replan the town so as to provide for work that must sooner or later be
its future. There are scores of cities done,
in this country with a population to- day of 25,000 people that will be 50,000
l

y

develop-authoritie-

JOHN PFLUEGER

j
j

j
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BRIDEGROOM ARRESTED.
Y.
Zauesville, Ohio, Nov. 15. G.
iiioure iinu nis oriae ot a 'Jay, of
Newark, had a Bhort honeymoon as
Moore ws arrested here tonight on
a charge that he forged his fathers
name to a check for $350. He was
taken back to Newark.
If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than place your or- der with the New Mexican Printing
company, prices will be quoted upon
request.' Our styles and forms are
strictly
It will not pay you to waste
your
time writing out your legal forms
yhen pgu. fcan get them already printed at
Mexican Printing
the-Ne-

Work for the New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and

Differentand

Albuquerque.
Scaled bids marked outside

November 9. 1912.
"Hid, timber Sale Application, November I.
I9U. Pecos" and addressed to the District
Forever, ForfSt Service. Albuquerque, N.
j M., will be received up to and includitiK the 16h
day of December, 11)12, tor all the (merchant- able dead timber standing or down and all the
live timber marked tor cutting by a Forest of-ficer, located on uu area to be definitely des- sifniated by a Forest officer before cutting
betrlns, including about 160 acres in approxi-- 1
matelv Sec at. Tp. 17 N.. K. 10 E . N. M J'. M .
in ARua Sarea Canyon, within the Pecos National Forest, estimated to be liW.OW tr. H. M.
of Western Yellow Pine, Douglas Fir, Whita-Fir and White Pine sawtimber, more or Ipss
Wh bid of less than $3 (0 per M. ft. IS. M. wilj be
considered and a deposit of $l0O.POinusi be sent
to the First National Bank. Albuquerque, N.M. for each bid submitted to the District Forester. Timber upon valid claims is exempt fromis
saie. The right to reject any and all bids
reserved. For further information Koverning
sale, address Forest Supervisor, Pecos National Forest. Santa Fe. New Mexico. A.O

SfcwTi5DK Letter

Probably you don't know
we make a Burroughs
so arranged that you can
print from 1 to 9,999 automatically without depressing any keys. Particularly
useful where you want to ;
keep track of the number of
items that you are putting
into a machine;- where you
are dealing with the certain
rotation of subjects and
want to be able to identify
the 999th item without going
back and counting them, and
you don't want to put yourself to the expense of printing a special form.

that

SALE OF TIMBER,

AND REAPS HARVEST OF BROKEN BONES.

Alone
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entail thorities. "Are you married?" asked
the one of them. "No," she replied, with
unmistakable emphasis. Pilcer was
broken
be
will
1S82
Astor estate since
also
today at the coming of age of William atked the same question and he
Vincent Astor oldest son and chief replied m tne negative,
For the first time in the history ot
heir of Col. Astor who perished in
the
stage, moving pictures are to he
disaster.
the Titanic
j
William Vincent Astor the hour he employed as a background to provide
for legitimate
la 21, can break the entail and convert) "local atmosphere?
WAHA, ACTING DISTRICT FOKESTER.
r
his half of the 150 million dollar As-- drama, cnaries t ronman nas cummis-toestate, or any part of it, into stocks sioned Paul Potter the dramatist of
drama
and bonds! if he chooses, or he can "Trilby," to construct a
turn it into cash and invest it all in which sixteen scenes will have the
4 Horse Power
Just a little bit in advance
by the
v
(additional action supplied
abroad.
in
this that is the BurThe entail on the other half of the films. The scenes will be entirely in
PRICE, $165.00
Astor estate, now held by William colors.
way. We would be
With
roughs
Imported Magneto.
It is understood that the new play Motorcycle
Waldorf Astor, will lapse on the death
without b doubt with trouble
to
show you some of
r
glad
to
left at the factory.
Kipling's
of that expitriated American. On the j owes its inspiration
this kind of work to see
hand, each can entail his share vaney stories. The title is "On the
of the estate through the lives of his Road to Mandalay."
whether it applies to somechildren's children. Two lives, under; Delegates from sixteen national
thing you have in mind.
American law, is the limit of en-- ! cieties of Oriental Jews will this week
tail. The six richest heirs in Ameri call upon Jacob H. Schiff to ask his
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
can now are, so far as their "expecta- aid in alleviating the sufferings of
Schiff
Mr.
in
Rocke-D.
brethren
their
j
Turkey.
tiens" are concerned: John
W. H. LONG, Sales Mgr.,
s
the treasurer of the society for
feller. Jr.: Marearet Carnesie:
the
e
at
aid of the Russian Jews
El Paso, Texas.
l'am V stor J P Vorean. Jr.;
Box 702,
LIGHT STbRNT ANT1 RKT.TART.K.
fied G. Vanderbilt, Jay Phipps.
jtime of the Kishlnoff massacres, and PASM BROS., Agts., Santa Fe
Vincent Astor has given no sign, his it is now urged that he use the
say, whether or to what ex-- eral hundred thousand dollars left
tent he will
the Astor sys-- over from that subscription for the
tem of primogeniture and entail. He help of the Oriental Jews. There are
-is unmarried and not engaged, so far! more than six hundred thousand Jews
now
isiia
he
as the public knows. Just
Turkey.
DISTRIBUTOR OF
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thing,
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to
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nail
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Jacob,
interference,"
the
lie
which
"flying
C. Dorsch.
You can almost see the man with York to reintroduce him to Knicker-- coroner's secretary, Grover
tue
wedge," etc., but if the
It was Chu Bock Mow, 30 years old,
bocker society.
as
he
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
ball
the
but,
quick,
dodging,
in
the upper photograph
play shown
Thp vniinir man Vina Tin hnslnps and tired of life. He died at 42 2
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
jsn't a mass play then Barney Drey-inuc- was, he was not one bit ahead of the tl.alning Snd it is said he has shown Division street, where he rested from
fus would do business with Charley man in front of him who started to no notjCeable inclination in
water.
dilabor in his laundry. "First Chinese
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Murphy under a gentleman's agree- turn with him as the photographer r(,ction of activity, although he is of suicide in my experience," eaid the
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J
ment.
exposed the plate.
He is not strong coroner's physician.
'grave disposition.
Such plays are far less dangerous physically.
Somebody has stolen a package ot
Sure, it isn't a mass play within
Gaby Delys is here again. She ar-- ; bank notes printed 1300 years ago bythe meaning of the rule book; in than the powerful, slow, crushing,
dy,or,c,.rr,
l, t ved on the C'aronia with a bewitch insr Chinese bankers of the T'Ang
Ti,a iri
reality it is a' trick play. You'll notice the man with the ball is outside bones by sheer power, but it is very smile, v. nicn later turned to a uaincj nasiy. i ney ueionseu iu iue
of' A. W. Bahr of Shanghai, which has
the turmoil, practically free, but nev-- , seldom that a man is injured 'as the r.age when she learned that her trunks
been brought to this country, and
to
would
to
the
have
go
just
appraisers
eriheless how do you suppose the result of a
tackle out in
loss was discovered when the
their
had
she
because
declared
she
stores,
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
chaps in the middle of the whirlpool the open. The-yerspeed of runner
The
was unpacked here.
collection
and
of
worth
$50,000
$325,000
jewels
felt about the time the photograph and tackier act as a safeguard to inruns
notes
Caro-ifacthe
of
value
on
missing
Mile.
the
With
Gaby
gtrns.
was made? Guess they'd admit it was jury.
nia was Harry Pilcer, a young New from two cents up, and the total;
j
a mass play, all right.
Yorker, who is her dancinc nartner. amount Called for is less than $50.
'
The lower photograph shows the ARBITRATION BOARD
Before the encounter with the cus- They are worth three hundred times:
OF NATIONS MEETS tom officials, mademoiselle was placed that sum, however, as objects of art
beginning of the most spectacular
and antiquity. Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 13. The . on the grill by the Immigration
play in football a tackier preparing
New York, Nov. 13
which has tied up
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Football, as played this year, under,
toilet watered,
those nice
new rules handed a suffering public
by the rules committee, is about asof a parlor pastime as bull baiting or hammer throwing.
The satisfied mammas who drew
long sighs of relief when they read
that football had been vacuum clean-- ;
ed for 1912 had better catc'.i their
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Vnw fnnthall is iust as strenuous.
just as liable to result in cracked
sconces and fractured bones as it was
in the olden times. If the game had
class
been shoved into the Willie-bocollege would not continue attractive
to the family blacksmiths.
They tell us that mass plays have
been relegated to the scrap pile upon
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Holm O. Bursuni
arrived today
from Socorro on personal business. He
is at the Palace.

Regal Shoes

!ffBr,JSV

LA DIES!
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New Fall and Winter Line
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WE CARRY

In

so loves

THE LARGEST STOCK OF STETSON HATS IN

MILLINERY

PRICES

AT

$4.00, $4.50 and $5.00

THIS CITY

Lion special Hats at $3.50
and other hats run

this afternoon for California where!
$1.50, $2.50 and $3.00
EACH.
MRS.
will spend several months.
they
LINDHARDT,
BLACK AND TAN.
State Road Engineer and Mrs. .lohn is
ATTRACTIVE
ADAPTATION
OF
Caps and Gloves In Every Description and at the Lowest Prices
I). .Meriweather have returned from a
ARE S0LD AT COST, PLUS 5 PER CENT
125 Palace Ave.
REGALS
SANTA FE ARCHITECTURE
trip to Costa Rica, (iuatamala and
Panama. It was their honeymoon.
TRIPLICATE
PICTURES WILL
Mrs. Winchester, soprano
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noon to sing at the ceremony mark-inS
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Rite Cathedral.
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city
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severe illness and is back at his of- i'cross
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The urt
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the 1). & K. O. railroad tracks and is
till eos'.'.iuii'r nml
knows how
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to
much
the
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his
delight
many to be the formal city entrance.
to do this. Tie: ftttttr FmiNQ collar
Linen Yarn, affording the wearer com- unit deep or shadow voke eau onlv he
friends who called on him throughThe model shows a broad and low
and warmth at all times.
made to lit when
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e worn
out the day.
seiuirale uarn.enl iv.vte tu nuiir measure,
gate over the street with two smalliidd tilled tilie any other uMnnent. it is
C. Percival Garrett, of Santa Ami, er
gates one at each sid" lor the
made cm ii sireiiL' nc
he
512.00 Coat for $7.25
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$10.00 Suit for $ 6.65
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California, arrived last night. He will sidewalks. Above the central open
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laee or
.
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let.
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phone
Miguel county. He will be joined high and 0 feet in thickness.
there later by Traveling Auditor model which is built on ;i j;i
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Howell Ernest.
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& Deportment
nte-sori0LDin
The custom of having city
Coffey were married at Staunton,
INSURE WITH IIAYWARD ASP RLSf CONTHNT.
Mrs. Test'? Classes in f ireman's Hall
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at the home of her parents, Cap- ways, is, of course, of great age, ""'i
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tain and Mrs. Austin .1. Chapman. since Santa Fo's rail. ay eeniers at I Children's Class neu'iiis Sat Oet.'JH, a p.m
one point it is most appropriate that
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years. Mrs. Coffey lias many friends been retained.
still Game Warden de Kaca is
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The floor of the model will be but
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sum
tidy
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Does
which one sees locking east during the month of October. .No com-- ;
landscape
SPLENDID ORGAN
have been received of the kill-- :
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ing of doe which is against the law.
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LIMITED.
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The landscape
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brush also comes the
ater' suite of offices arranged on the plan
sonic cathedral and those who have color of this arch which will be ex- - oi me California Limited. J lie train
.1. B. LAMY,
heard Prof. Percival Garrett formerly
in the triplicate picture of the of offices consists of six rooms, begin- of Boston and now of Santa Ana, 'jhibited
llinir firm witli the filine- rnnm then n
station park.
FURNITURE CO.
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
Calif., play it say that its music
cloak compartment, then the engiPICTURES.
TRIPLICATE
equals in harmony the colors of New ' Another feature of the exhibition neer's office, and fourth comes the
Mexico skies.
Are Showing This Week
will be its triplicate pictures
which application room where only water is
The organ was made by the Mur- are designed especially to show the served. Coach No. 5 is given over to
A Complete Line of
ray Harris Organ company of Los advantages to be derived from civic the. I'. S. geological department and
it one walks to the engiAngeles and has 24 stops. Its cost improvements. For example, in one from
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Capitol Building.,
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spectator sees the
WAKE UP SANTA FE.
nifk, with excellent results everv time.
In one ease It cost lite .f.'id. for the niri present condition, the future condi-Phone, Red 189.
t: The
was put on It only until she could
Santa Fe is not dead but sleeping
people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
well as a map of the locality.!
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to h. operated, nml In n short
t.
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time mi operation
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pounds since last rehninrv anil mv'liahy railroad and the
Is In perfect health.
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projected bridge at awakening but with what will happen
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'.S'BOQUET.
when it does sit up. Will it become
since she was horn to see how I would the foot of Agua Fria street.
I am now
Href aloii.'.
doins all my work,
2. San Miguel park, looking west. the typical raw, ugly western town
San Frncisco.
have hceii ever since she was four weeks
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old. and
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it
Sworn Altidavil) MISS. M. II. (iAKVIN.
come;
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Note Mrs. ttarvin has seven children.
looking north. This park is the trian-- l what it has now and is now if prop- Kckniaii's Alterative is rfoectlve in
Next Door to Postoffice.
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LUNACY AND LIUING

I

state teachers association meet at
Albuquerque last, week, and from the
fact that the teachers are going there
again next year, and that Santa Fe
has not made an effort to have them
come here, nor has seemed to realize
what their presence means.
Aside from the social side of it
and. the publicity side there is still
another angle to meetings of this

is a decided increase in lunacy.
kind.
And a direct connection between this and modern modes of life.
it is pleasant to have
Socially
Reports of the Hritish lunacy commission show that there has beei. those from other portions of the
recent
in
years. state or
an appalling increase of insanity in England and Wales
country come into our midst,
It is a sad story which we also hear from similar sources in our own
From the standpoint of publicity it
country.
ought to be of great, very great value
The tremendous movement in recent years from the country to the to have a big association meet here.
cities, the swelling of the slums and the increase in the factory popula- ' It depends upon us then; whether we
tion, coincident with modern industrial development are held to he the get good or bad publicity. If we can
chief causes.
have people go away and say, '"Santa
Tlitse are the influences which are said to depress the general vitality Fe is a dandy town. It is Hospitable
level.
of nations and lower the entire health
land wideawake. I would like to
Life today is very different from what it was a century, or even a genera- live there," don't you think it would,
tion, asn. Then ;i larire nrouortion of the population, particularly in this do us good ?
country, were engaged in agriculture, or in close touch with the soil, leading
The other reason is the financial
r
life. Now a large proportion of the population is in factory,
an
and that is always one that
one,
warehouse or at a desk. The general increase of hours in school adds to
out. in every consideration in
creeps
number.
a
life
and
for
of
unnatural
the
the duration
increasing
large
must always be considered,
and
life,
The growth of industrty and the flight from the country add to the
From seven to eight hundred peo- burdens of the present and increase the dangers of the coming generation,
llltTDC 111 ITl I llftO. 1 IIC (5"- 1.
.il .
.K0 liffltt e,tr
and the means taken to offset
sion lasts three or four days. Figure
impression.
it out. Can you see less than $10,000
Specialists who treat consumption apparently are the only ones who left in a town where such meetings
have awakened to the importance of fresh air and sunshine.
are held?
While it is clear to everyone that a cow or a plant cannot thrive without.
Last year the association came
ihex
I. t
lolinrinir
linHor
1;..
;.,t..M,..i,-,ctill
i.
..
......
rlplnninll
ufd
nj. .11111 puiiiisiu, im, 1115r.11 n,,ramiu
iriauita en on.. .....w.... ....v..
ail
We did not have then, the
liei'e
that human beings can be grown nealtlitully under tiie worst ana most hotel accommodations we have now,
unnatural conditions.
and the crowd could not be as well
A simple sanitary creed published by Lecky, the English histotrian, is handled.
We are in condition now to
worth observing, especially at this season:
handle a big crowd. But it is not alone
in all things, an abundance of exercise, hotels that benefit.
; Modcration and
Kvery line of
or fresh air and cold water; a sufficiency of steady work not carried to business should feel it. Those who
excess: occasional change of habits; and then fresh air and sunshine.
come are many of them from
the

There

j

out-doo-

I

j

T

nl

0

tires. There are also two
one entire capital and the supporting
pillar. This pillar or post was carved
In the old screw fashion, but it has:
The' Dutch lunch Hie other night at withstood the weather and rough use
the Pab.ee lintel was a good example for bo many years that the carvings
The Spirit (,f the whole affair ;f re almost obliterated.
,ofit
most elaborate)
The capitals-arwas fle. Friendships were cemented!
there, and there was evident all ornamented with conventional designs
llowers ana Drancnes. two ciuhaets
thrnnrrh Hint
snirit with-io- t
out which nothing big can ever be ae may be seen on the outside and one
on the inside. Each cross is surround-- j
eompliphed.
ed with a circle and on either side
j was touched by this spirit at this
iof the cross are the letters "I. S."
Goodfellowship
meeting.
pleasant
Perhaps the romantic detail is the1
prevailed. Our friends went away ranmant
lions with crowns on their:
with the most kindly feeling toward
are carved on either side
that
heads
our people and with most pleasant im- of the cross.
l
They suggest the
not
are
Fe.
of
Santa
They
pressions
of nobility.
bearings
going home just to forget it all. They
The old house that originally held
are not going back among their
these
carvings was no doubt the man- We,
about
it.
friends and say nothing
of the grant. The rampant
or
house
as a community, are going to profit lions
may have denoted the nobility
we
are
to
as
tins
gatnenng
going
by
of the owners and the encircled
proilt by all the comings o people: r,nupp thpir lnvnltv rn the church.
mm
irom aoroaa 10 wnoii. we
0ne old Mexican suggested that the
cordial hand of good fellowship.
crosse8 were carved there to bless
This relationship should not be kept;au wno passed and to keep lightning

of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish

ing of frienship, Hie interchange of
ideas, the hearty handclasp, the union
of endeavor all these things make
better men and a better world.

bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
g

of Deposit.

Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,

j

it for use at home and among our
whatever their history may have
weather-worthese carved,
neighbors in our everyday life.
been,
there beams stand now as witnesses of a
fellow ship
Without good
would not be much in life. It is the period of grandeur and romaucce that
wine of it. It is an inspiration and was once the pride of La Villa Real
brings into our hearts the better, de Santa Fe de San Francisco del
kindlier impulses and keeps away the assisi. 11 is aiso a periou wmc.i me
Presen' dwellers of Santa Fe should
grouch
for lew modern American
remember,
It looks to me as it feanta re is bewWhln ,he
can b(jagt Qf
all
and
to
th.s
that
realize
ginning
we;conflnM of tho cUy wooden capitaIs
are feeling more and more the, ith Qmrioi
,.os,tQ
thpm
WBrmth. and the value of good fellow Thev
e
,n tlmt Xew Mexlco
ship. The community or the person , the newest .,nd
t tne olQeHt Btate
... th
without it is a dead one.
,lninn
It is one of the things that makes
DiJ you know that lher(J ven carv.
lite worth living.
ctl beams here? Go and look at them
yourself and see what story you
hnd in them. T he tourist will pay to
see such antiques if he knows we have
them. The way to build Santa Fe is
to capitalize the old.
n

j

j
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Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
z
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantowa

Wool Used.

Send for Price List and Full Information.
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Fe
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Mr.
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in
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American cousins took him with them
The Chicago steam roller but pushed the movement along and acceleraTHE ROADS.
Cork-11. V. Viles, City.
on a ' seeing London" jaunt.
ted the formation of an organized entity.
HOME
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been
has
such
a
long felt;
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The need of
parly
awake to the subject of good roads, advise every Englishman to go and
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actual
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So have other
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stranger
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private baths. Electric light, Steam Meat,
brave, patriotic, sympa- New Mexico towns and cities.
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i,lt0 Bome towns and find out the;
i. G. Cole, Denver.
Central Location.
thetic, able men, in both branches of our national legislature who stood
LIow about Santa Fe?
Nellie M. Hughes, Stanley.
many points of interest that are en-- i
strong and in fighting form against Cannonism and all that the name implied;
Not only are the people not awake tirelv lost upon most of its citizenB.
J. K. St. rain, Los Angeles.
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leading Familiarity with one's surroundings
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the fact tully recognized that the hour for a radical change was here.
the city are not getting the at-- ! seems to deaden any interest in them.
;into
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Borah, .Cummins, Bristow, Clapp. Poindexter in the senate and men of tention they should have from the To the stranger everything is new
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the stamp of Xorris and Lenroot in the house paved the way for this great regular fund raised by taxation for and novel and, because his curiosity is
movement. Their activities will not lessen during the coining session, but this purpose, and even the streets ' freshly aroused, he probes into the: H. C. minter, City.
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and
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JOHN W. PuB, Secretary.
ti a speedy revision.
W. A. F1NLAY.
-- 0among the great things in human G. Morley who promptly negotiated a 1912- Claimant names as witnesses:
The life"
A report from Chicago says there are calves there worth $5,000.
o For particulars and illustrated catatrade and had the carved beams re-They are the makers of good fellow moved to his home where they nowj O. C. Heyer, Julia Downs. Albert
Windy City ones are cheap. Other cities have them worth $1,000,000 and
logue, address,
and there is nothing greater in 'uphold the inner nlacita portal.
ship
Brown, B. F. Cooper, all ot Heyer,
r
,
i
COL. JAS. W. WILLS0N, Supt.
all the world than this very quality.
rj
The carved beam is thirty-eigh- t
feet New Mexico.
MANUEL--The bringing of the hearts of men in length and is elaborately carved
OTERO,
Uepmation is a strange thing and comes often in a reflected glow.
Register.
fig- Stanley Browdie will be known as the man who defeated Nick Longworth. into closer communion, the awaken- - with a design of diamond-shape-
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
fine and costs against Ennia Luids,
a Mexican, after the native had eon-- ;
fessed to carrying a concealed deadly
weapon. The city aul horities liroiint
'the .Mexican into tho toils of the law
after a quarrel between him nii'l
some other natives. The justice vlao
lined Al Billiard $! and costs yesiter- day after he had pleaded guilty to
the charge of drunkenness and elisor-- !
derly conduct. Iloswell News.

Woman's Beauty is

Based on Health

To Have Health, Bowel Movement is
Absolutely Necessary How
Best to Obtain It.
If woman's beauty depended upon
cosmetics every woman would be a
picture of loveliness. Hut beauty lies

deeper than that. It lies in health.
In the majority of cases the basis of
health, and the cause of sickness, can
be traced to the action of the bowels.
The headaches, the lassitude, .the
sallow skin and the lusterless eyes
are usually due to constipation. So
many things that women do habitual-- !
ly conduce to this trouble. They do
not eat carefully, they eat indigestible
foods because the foods are served
daintily and they do not exercise
But whatever the particular:
enough.
cause may be it is important that the
condition should be corrected.
An ideal remedy for women, and
one especially suited to their delicate
requirements, is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin, which thousands of women
pnilnrcn

hl'n-lil-

amnnir

tllom

1rR

liSf

THAT

A. K. Long, we visited oil city, elev- we
where
en miles west of town,
found H. J. Bigelow K Son hammer-- ,
ing down into Old .Mother Karth in
'an effort to release a ureal oil hike
which lies down somewhere in her
bosom, and bring it forth in treat
gushers to the surface to li placed!
and
in the channels of commerce
used by the people of the world for
their comfort and pleasure, and for
the furtherance of their purposes aid
aims in life.

con-lertie-

!

!

j

To Relieve Rheumatism
the

irfejsfa

producing uric acid m ist be
gradually arrested and the blood purified.
Correct diet is essential. Abstain Iron:
and anything containing alcohol ; eat meat ily
once a day and take SCOTT'S EMULSION after every meal.
SCOTT'S EMULSION is rich in blood
makingqualities and makes new Hood free
from the poisonous products which irritate
,
i
ii. .. :
me
joints ana muscles; us wonderful powers relieve the enlarged, stifbody-wast- e

Light.

('.rant

yB

a

-

hour Keeping
i.ur.

S.U.K---

131

milch
W.

good

A

Phone Bishop's ranch,

ifP

or

furnished

I.'T---Ilouse-

RAILROAD.
unfurnished. Apply to .M. A. Ortiz,
Court lloiisi'.
After three and a half months of
1
After our arrival, several autos
hard labor, ,1. V. Reagan has finished came in from Artesia and
Dayto'i
Fiili Hi.'.N 'T Rooms with all inoderu
the railroad report and the executive loaded with people who are inter,
f f
v
n
s,
for gentlemen only.
committee representatives from each rated in oil development, Mrs. L. L.
.1. it:j.
Toll pin
section of the Basin met in Durango Williams, the oil queen, mil aw nor
on Thursday of this week to go over of the property, being among them.;
fened j o i n t s ;
)
VA NT
TO BI.'V-- A
in o r c ,
'
cooking
the report.
'.Meantime the engine was running'
sinall-'not
'
than six hole and
range
EMULSION reTo secure this report, the entire and the big drill was pounding away,
in good condition. Address "C" this
San Juan basin from Chania on the, down some 215 feet, in a hard rock,
with
places body-weaknes- s
office.
of
the!
'I
'east to Bluff City on the west, and; Several photographic
sound body-strengtby it.s con
San Juan county, New .Mexico, on the rig and the beautiful vall-- y where
;i
UKXT .Modern
FOR
house,
centrated nourishing properties.
south to San Juan county, Colorado the coming city is located, were tak-Jorooms and bath, with large yard, new
of
one
W
for
these
hile preparing
the north, and San- Miguel county, .i.
Physicians
range, line location. Coo. 51. Kinsel!,
.McDonald,
mi jhas been traversed in securing data 'the cry went up from .Man
'hone ;;r, W.
SCOTT'S EMULSION for rheumatism.
'and reliable statistics showing all the who was handling tho slush bucket,'
and
SCOTT
&
in
the
bucket
oil
was
Bloomfie
N. J.
resources and the car tonnage in and and there
Bownij,
$110.00 buys a bran new combinaMRS. NORA ROBERTSON.
out. of the basin proper. If only as a on the slush. This created consider-- ;
mil ii mhi iiJP tion runabout and top baggy, rubber
ladies
the
among
excitement
matter
information
and
able
of
reference,
It can be conveniently obtained at
tired, and line set of single harness.
and" from the advertising standpoint, and gentlemen who wen- present, and
Theo. Corrick.
any drug Store at fifty cents or one,
son1.dollar a bottle. You will find it gen- the data gathered is well worth its .Mr. Williams went up
should from the ground slapped her hands
tie in action, pleasant in taste and C0Kt and ls something that
I'OU SAI.K Oit I.KASIO Ojo Cali- as u Pro-- ; logeuier am.
lu"s
free from griping, and its tonic prop-- : mve oee"
Hot Spring'!; and hotel with
ento
,
,il was struck. It could be seen on
have a distinct value to wonjen. yldef information that has been lack-ranch.
particulars, apply Anm ,lle past
Ihe water and smelled in the slush.
It is Hie most widely used laxative-!1"The attraction scheduled for presen-- , curately sketched by the playwright thony 1'. .losepli, Ojo Ctilienti-- , Taos
"
"
.nisi now mucn we ai- im.um- iu o Ration at the Klks tluater on Wednestonic in America today and thousands;
lie pickamntiy band tonus an esseit- county X. 51.
of families are now never without it. wptlk tor Los AnK',PS and wi" report Dut jt w;ls olt and oil is what all of ifay evening, November L'Oth. is "In lial element in the story. These eomiIf no member of your family has!10 UJ- - L'oa Angt.ie.s ooara or tiai!oltll(J vvork ancl WOrry is about. Oil is ' old Kentucky," with its multitude of cal little darkeys sing, dance, whirl
Wanted. 12 boys oeiwoon the age of
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would anu we Delieve "lat much good wll. wnat they are all after, and oil is striking scenes and unique features, batons play musical inst riuuents and1', and Is years to assist on Monday,
se-muse genuinely. There are a wore Tuesday and Wednesday next weeK
like to make a personal trial of it be- - r 8lln' ds tne ujnna8e statistics
This remarkably mu c "nsftil play writ
wlat we au Want.
little Kthio- - at Ihe Masonic Cathedral. Call at once
fore buying it in the regular way of a c"r':(, wh.'cn are facts go tar past;
IjU
that ten by C. T. Dascey and controlled by or so of these comical
R js l)u(. ftt ftU t n l i.rt
Iem-:j!- i
what
Axtec
"In
Old
&
anyone
a
lias
supposed.
remained
Litt
Kentucky'spowers,.,,,, j. w. .Mayes. Laiighlin
drawing
send
a
Dingwall,
address
druggist,
your
Building.
postal
ywy we,j he M,.,..lt oi, ak.
'
for many i" cettainly retains its hold upon the between p and in in the morning.
will do to Dr. W. H. Caldwell, 415 oc,lwhiclv everybody says underlies this standard amusement
""" '
"""
Washington St., 5Toii(icello. III., and
valle , will he struck, and ureal oil tl
m ew i id iiiTn
t
a name anu tame annosi witnoui pre- - uas oasu anu spirit, constant,
TYPEVRITERG.
a free sample bottle will be mailed
will result, and everybody in
, ......... ', .
sushers
ci
in the annals of the American nient and action and unlhigging inter Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Xe'
"
Results
are
you
always guaranteed
Citv and Lake wood will become
- . T,h . ,
,tOi!
stage. It is now on the 2(lth annual est for every patro.ii of the play. platens furnished. Ribbons and sui
'
or money will be refunded.
town was disturbed hv a heaw i''nensely rich. Let us hope that it
jtho
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchange,
'
explosion. The explosion remained wi" b(' so. Lakewood Progress.
and

j

1

1

j

vi.u

i

j i

and

SCOTT'S

h

4

everywhere prescribe

"'-

IN

-

Nora Robertson, 13 S. 11th St., Lin-- j
coin, Neb., and Mrs. Ann E. Edwards.
s
Correctionville, la., who have it
stantlv in the house to meet such
emergencies. All the family can use
Syrup Pepsin, for thousands of moth-- :
ers give it to babies and children. It
is also admirably suited to the re-quirements of elderly people, in fact
to all who by reason of age or in-fiimity cannot stand harsh salts,
cathartics, pills or purgatives. These '
should always be" avoided for at best
their effect Is only for that day, while
a genuine remedy like Syrup Pepsin
acts mildly but permanently.
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move-ceden-
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rented. Standard makes handled,
repair wor!: and typewriters guar-- j
anteed. Santa Fe Typiw riter ExV.
change, Phone

ja mystery until Tuesday

afternoon
when H. C. Stevens entered the car-- ! SAVE A CHILD AS TRAIN
RUSHES TOWARD THEM.
tge where he keeps his automobii-t pon entering
the building he st-his car had been somewhat dam
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. I.V While a
j that
iged by the explosion of dynamite or Heading Railway express train was1
Xews.
FINE PURPLE TOPS.
some other high explosive. The fiend rushing toward them, two men worked
Last Sunday John Anderson, the
haste yesterday to release "
jho perpetrated the deed is evident-- I with
ear-olClyde Karl Ely assumed the owner ly skilled in electrical work and alw
Robert Wclnier, of Twenty-- !
bully good farmer of Obar brought us
samples of purple top turnips and ship and editorship of the Dentins we" acquainted with the construction second street and Indiana avenue,
The explosion was whose foot become fast between a
ruta bagas that were as fine as any Graphic, on .Mondav, Xoveniber 4 In'ot automooiies.
We measured one his salutatory he promises that the put off by an electrical arrangement rail and the planking at the grade
body's turnips
street
that measured 16 inches around and former policy of the Granhie will he attached to an alarm clock- All the pmsstiu- - in Twenty-seconfuses
and
belonged to above Allegheny avenue.
was eight inches deep. The Ander- continued and that Deming and the!"ires
s "ot
The tlock
A moment before the train shot
son's have invariably raised a lot of Mimbres valley will continue to re-Ca,
ceive
stuff
'f
that recognition which they so th
good
every year for the last
past
they got; the boy loose and jumpUian wreck some of he
ed with him to safety. A score of
six years. Obar Progress.
deserve. The; new editor enters woodvork
of the car. The explosive
upon Ins work with enthusiasm and LBed waB
spectators witnessed the
exploded in bus- frightened
evidentIy
his
rescue
of the lad and applauded the
friends look for an abundant sucBEHAVED WELL.
beneath
the car. which prob
pension
rescuers', James 5IcKenna, a railway
The finish of the local campaign cess to come to him in this new ven- - ably accounts tor the slight dam
ture. the held upon which he has en-- j to the car. With the district, court In employe, and George II. Houston, a;
was
last week
strong, but hardly to tered is one of the most fruitful and session
and the grand jury at work-- crossing watchman of. the Rapid Trailbe called exciting. Friday night the
in all the west, and it will it would he well tor the proper au- - sit company..
promising
Bull Moose speaker from Roswell,
The "Weimer child, with his brother
nothing of its prominence in the thorities to make a strenuous effort
Dr. Thomas, was down and s;oke jlose
new management of the Graphic.
to locate if possible and prosecute the! John, 8 years old, and a baby brother
to a crowded house at the Majestic
a gocart, was crossing the track
dynamiter. A dynamiter is the lowest
theater, Saturday night Nathan Jafrate criminal and any community in- at 10:50 o'clock, when his foot be- ONE
WAY.
C.
5V.
Reid
and Judgw Hathley of
fa,
fested with dynamiters has a blot cr.me caught. The train shot past,
Justice of the Peace M. V. Witt be- upon it that won't rub off. Hillsboro three minutes later. A minute had
Roswell came to speak for the republicans, but owing to the night lieves that the proper way to dis- Ad vocate.
elapsed before the plight of the child
when all of the business men were courage gun toting is by assessing a
was seen, and the t wo rescuers bare-in their stores, they were not so for- maximum fine when they are brought
THEY STRUCK OIL.
ly had time to unlace his shoe and
tunate in securing an audience, the into the jurisdiction of his court. An
Last Wednesday, in company with get him to one side before the trail1
hall being about half full. Artes'a example of this conviction of mind E. L. Humphreys,' J. W. Sanner and passed.
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AGl'XTrf
We want one good live
agent in each city or town to sell wonderful household necessity. Good
come assured, also valuable premiums. Free samples. Previous experience ii of necessary. Write at once
for full particulars. (Silanor Company,

d

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

1

if!!'''

X. 51.

Roswell,

d
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ATTORNEYS AT LA W.

-

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
Santa Fe, Xe 51exico.
17-1- 8

HARRY D. MOULTON,

1

. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Eacley,
EASLEY & EASLEY.
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
Practice iu the Courts and Lefora
Land Department.

j

-

PADDOCK

Write Ideas For Moving Picture Plays !

YOU

SCENE

IN

Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office, Eataa-ci- a,

OLD KENTUCKY.

N. M.

tour of the I'nitod States a dtjcadp There are many momenta of thrilling
It dramatic value and tremendous vital'
jot' prosperous staple presentation.
is returning from the Pacific coast via power.
Its appeal Is direct and the
El Paso en route to Denver where it story ringH true. The hero is a niaiilv
is the Thanksgiving week attraction young Kentuekyian, the heroine a girl
at the Tabor opera house. It makes pians. The company is headed hy
iff- initial bow to playgoers of this .Miss Olive
Skinner, who is making
city, but its fame has preceded it her first Pacific coast trip with this
man years.
naiever tne secret oi organization. She has played the role
'oi flesh and blood, a product of nature with much success in the
east
new
Tho love interest island costly scenic outfit, lias been gotj untrammelled.
and
and
characthe.
ten up for this season s tour of "In
charming
idyllic,
Iters in the play are distinct and
Kentucky."

HAVE YOU ANYTHING

ADVhTt-TISE-

TO

?

Tell your story to
2,000,000

j

CAN WRITE PHOTO PLAYS AND
EARN $25.00 OR MORE WEEKLY

.

Attorney-at-Law-

Santa Fe, Now Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

Readers 'or

f

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertisement '.a 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.

-

j

d

We Willi Show Yoo How!

DR. W. HUME
!
i

1

I

If you have ideasif you can THNK--w- e
will
show you the secrets of this fascinating profession.
Positively no experience or literary excellence necessary. No "flowery language" is wanted.
The demand for photo plays is practically unlimited. The big film manufacturers are "moving
heaven and earth" in their attempts to get enough
good plots to supply the ever increasing demand.
They are offering $100 and more for single scenarios
or written ideas.
Nearly all the big film companies, the buyers of
photo plays are located in or near NEW YORK
CITY. Being right on the spot and knowing at all
times just what sort of plots are wanted by the producers, our SALES DEPARTMENT has a tremendous advantage over agencies situated in distant cities
We have received many letters from the big film
manufacturers, such as VITAGRAPH, EDISON,
ESSANAY, LUBIN, SOLAX, IMP, REX, RELIANCE, CHAMPION, COMET, MELIES, ETC.,
urging us to send photo plays to them. We want
more wri ers and we'll gladly teach you the secrets
of success. .
We are selling photo plays written by people who
"never before wrote a line for publication."
Perhaps we can do the same for you. If you
can think of only one good idea every week and
will write it out as directed by us, and ic sells for
only $25, a low figure,
You Will Earn $100 Monthly For Spare Time Work.
pDpp
riYLX

Send your name-anaddress at once for free copy of
our illustrated book, " MOVING PICTURE PLAY WRITING."
d

Don't hesitate.

Don't argue. Write NOW and
learn just what the new profession may mean for
you and your future.

NATIONAL AUTHORS'
INSTITUTE

1543 BROADWAY

new york en Y

BROWN,

Dentist.

old Curiosity shop burns.

girls who will soon be working long
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
New York, Nov. 15. New York's hours in the stores, while others are
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
old curiosity shop, with the
brass enjoying the leisure that comes with Phone Red 6.
cannon of 1812 in front, was burned the holiday season.
Office Hours. 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
to the ground. A score of fire enAnd by Appointment.
To those that work in the shops,'
gines and boats fought valiantly to tne approaches of the holiday season
save it, but the walls of the building is a time for
longer hours of work,
were as dry as the old books on its tired bodies, and
shattered
nerves.
sneives, ana wunin nait an Hour tne declare the club women
DON GASPAR
RESIDENCE,
house and its $200,000 worth of curios
AVE
CHARGES SALESMAN
The old curiosity shop, sometimes
Phone, 220 Red
WITH ABDUCTION.
j

DR. J. M. DIAZ,

dubbed "Westminster
Abbey" because the Abbey family had owned it
for generations, was built on the wa
ter front in the early years of the
last century. Odds and ends from
every country in the world from postage stamps to private yachts, were
sold there.
THOUSANDS

OFFICE 202 WATER ST.
Phone, 9 J.

1'niontown, Pa., Nov. 15. Charged
with the abduction of pretty
Miss
Lucille Miller, Pi years old, of Me- chanicsburg, C. Allisons salesman for
a lace curtain firm of New York City,
is being sought by Fayette
county
omcers. .miss .Miller was taken in
custody by Pniontown police today.

OF RABBITS.

OFFICE HOURS.
"

tw

their Christmas shopping within the
next month, and have it completed
two weeks before the Christmas rush
6,tarts-

-

These women were thinking of the

and

D

,

SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fararo h'x.
PHONE 23.?.
Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main

68.

MRS. DR. BROWN
,S

Qoing to Practlce With
DRl R H M,LLER-

Obstetric.
Specialty
Office, 115 Grant Ave., Santa Fe.
.

,

j

FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior, U. S.
Land Oflice at Santa Fe, New Mex..
Oct. 13, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Florea- cio Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
19t'made
K"st
lco' w'10, 0,1
IIol"est1'1 Ktry No.
for K
sw
Lots 5 antl G Section
NOTICE

Department

Mm-diate-

ly

-

OllSfl-lOSOa-

North, Range 9 Easr,
nn.
.uenuian, nas nieii
trr.
knew ,ri,.,i itu nao., iu iuv nee ironi an notice of intention to make three'
year Proof, to establish claim to the
neho nr ivitn
t i,
la,ld above d,'5ribed' befor
mvh
.
ing Dean's Kidnev Pill
r. t
o n rl
flfllnn
nioivcr Ii W
V'
auiro uiauuiicaifu ari(l mv Ui L'K
j
became strong."
o" December lOl"
For sale by all dealers.
Prico 50 'rialmant n'a.nes'as witnesses:
cents. Foster-MilburCo.. Buffalo,;
Sanchez, Xoberto S Torres,
New York, sole agents for the United wm Garcia,
Hipolito Roibal all of
States.
New Mexico.
Remember the name Doan's and
MANUEL R. OTERO.
take no other.
Register.
Kfenriilv

PLAN RELIEF FOR SHOP GIRLS,
Tenn.. Nov. 15. The
Memphis,
Federation of Women's clubs of Mem- phis, including practically all the
clubs of the city, decided that all the
members of the clubs were , do all

...

PHYSICIAN

j

j

to 3 P. M.

K MUKKAY, M.

L.

DECIDE YOURSELF.

Cincinnati, Nov. 15. After seizing
nearly 24,000 rabbits in two cold ine
opportunity Is Here, Backed By
storage houses, which he condemned
Santa Fe Testimony.
as being unfit for food, Chief Food
Inspector Blurne announced that all
fowl offered for sale on markets or
Don't depend on a stranger's state- in stores must be drawn.
ment.
this precaution, Dr.; Read Santa Fe endorsement
By taking
Blume stated, the danger from pto- Read the statements of Santa Fc
maine poisoning is minimized. In citizens.
the past some ptores have had the
And decide for yourself.
advantage over others in being able ' Here is one case of it:
to sell fowl several cents cheaper
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St..
Buujjjy uwtiua? ijavj wei e not urawn;- Santa Fe. N. Mex.. says: "Two and n
A drawn fowl, he said, even if it has half
yearg agQ j g';vG a statement fo'r
uecu m com MumKe jor a nine,
publication rearding my experience
not so great a menace to health as wjtn loan's Kidnev Pill
t
is the fowl that ls not cleaned imme-!astronger in my praise of this rem- rab-!
after being killed. The
I suffered
edy than ever.
bits seized by Dr. Blume proved to from disordered kidneys, the greatlyin
be putrid after they had been thaw- - my back beine so ncnto that tpains
t,
tn
ed out and an examination made.
stop work and sit down. The trouble

1
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Township
Mex.
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All Santa Fe ARBUCKLE BROTHERS TO
business enterprise
the interstate commerce commission
will turn out to see the Exhibition
GET NO MORE LITERAGE. hall exceeded its authority.
jPlan which will be Btaked at the Old
New Mexican want ads. always
I'alace next week.
15. The
Memorandum
bring returns.
Pads on- good paper .Washington, D. C, Xov.
at less than the cost of the paper at commerce court today permanently
i lie
Xew Mexican office.
10 pounds suspended and enjoined the order of

Subscribe for the Santa Fe New meats, hay and grain, clothing, leath-- '
DO
Mexican, the paper that boosts al) er, etc. A list of the supplies wanted,
the time and works for the upbuild-in- conditions and blank proposals will be
CAUSE
of our new State.
furnished upon application to the Su-- ;
Work for the Xew Mexican. It is perintendent.
of Catarrh, just as it may In- -'
A cold will usually arrprr'vrite thoF-c.ptoBy order of the Board of Peniten-working for you, for Santa Fe and
to do with the
of lih.umaiim. But Vm c:l'i l'.:.T. ro
tne
crease
pains
me new state.
tiary Commissioners.
real cause of U:e one than wub. the other. E:.:l blood i.t the underlying
SOHX I). McMAXUS,
cause for Catirrh; the circulation i infected with i:iipur''.i-- 0 which are de-- !
BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY SUPirritation,
Superintendent,
into the mucous nicir.brr.r.cs caur.kijj ir.flatinuation
PLIES.
Santa Fe, N. M. posited
followed by excessive secretion cf the
threat, rearing sounds in
'
Bids for furnishing; six months' sup- the ears, neuralgia, inflar.icd eyes, etc. Being a deqcalcd blood trouble,
plies for the state penitentiary will be ..Subscribe for the Santa F. New Catarrh must be treated constitutionally, for it is beyond the reach of local
received until 9 o'clock a. m., Xovem-- ; Mexican, the paper that boosts all
t'catmcr.t. Tho blood nv.st be purified the cause Je- Le erected. G. S. S. cures Cr.- ber 20, 1912.
moved bUore a
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SHOES. SHOE,
FOR EVERYBODY!

Distinctively Correct!

QAM P DPHDI P Like the very best and Stnart
JUJUC i CUl LC est things in Foot wearnad
nothing short of the NEWEST AND SWELLEST
STYLES.

THE

WOMEN who seek a Suit or
of

distinguished appearance
must come where distinctive styles
are kept. Models that follow the fashion trend of jthe hour, but, in ways
indiscribable, prove themselves

INDIVIDUAL AND DIFFERENT
from the ordinary garments. Our garments are eloquent
of SUPERIOR TAILORING, better styles and carefully
selected materials. The favored materials are
Whipcords, Serges, Broadcloth, Diagonals, and Worsteds
IN ALL THE NEW AND PLEASING STY LIES.
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Don't care so much for style,
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